The dispersion relations are derived for the non-forward amplitudes for photon-proton scattering. By expanding these relatior.s in momentum transfer and retaining first few terms, the dispersion rela· tions for six independent combinations of the partial wave amplitudes are obtained. Contributions of the unphysical region are calculated to the first order in the fine structure constant, and are found to be consistent with the low energy theorem. Using these relations and photopion production data, the differential cross sections are calculated. In doing this, the amplitudes for the mixtures of dipole and quadrupole waves are taken into account in addition to electric dipole, electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole amplitudes. The results turn out to be fairly improved compared with the dipole model, and roughly explain experiments. § I. Introduction
Gell-Mann, Goldberger and Thirring 1 ' have derived two dispersion relations for spinflip and non-spin-flip parts of the forward amplitude for photon-proton scattering. If one assumes that only the partial wave amplitudes for electric and magnetic dipole radiations with total angular momenta 1/2 and 3/2, respectively, are enhanced by photopion production, these two dispersion relations are sufficient to determine the real parts of these amplitudes from their imaginary parts. As the imaginary parts can be related to the partial wave· amplitudes for photcpion production owing to the unitarity of S matrix, one can predict the differential cross sections for photon-proton scatterings using data on photopion production. We refer to this method as the dipole model. Recently, calculations by this method have been made by Capps/' predicting too large cross sections compared with experiments below 200 Mev.
In the present paper we will derive the dispersion relations for the non-forward amplitudes. By expanding these relations in powers of momentum transfer, we can obtain more than two dispersion relations. Then one can inquire whether all these dispersion relations can or cannot be satisfied by the above two dipole amplitudes alone. Thus we can examine the validity of the dipole model. We will show in § 4 that the dipole model is sufficient to describe general aspects of the phenomena, but is not so accurate numerically.
Although derivation of the non-forward dispersion relations has been studied in detail for pion-nucleon scattering, 3 ' it is not so trivial for the present case because the polarization vectors depend on energy and momentum transfer for the non-forward scattering.
However, we can prove necessary symmetry properties and analyticity of the amplitudes by an appropriate choice of four independent combinations of initial and final polarization vectors. As is well known, the unphysical region appears in the non-forward dispersion relations, in spite of the vanishing mass of a photon. For sufficiently small momentum transfer, and to the first order in th~ fine structure constant, contributions of the unphysical region come only from the single proton intermediate states, and therefore can be easily calculated. They can, however, be determined by another method. By virtue of the low energy theorem, 4 J expression of the scattering amplitude is known to the first order in photon energy without entering into details of the theory, and comparison of this expression with the dispersion relations determines the contributions of the unphysical region completely. It is of interest to examine whether these two determinations give the same result, since the direct calculation is not rigorous on account of the fact that it compels us to deal with an unphysical state with imaginary momentum. The affirmative answer to this question will be given in § 2.
Expanding the non-forward dispersion relations in powers of momentum transfer, we obtain from the zeroth order parts two dispersion relations which naturally coincide with those derived in reference 1) and two new relations from the first order parts. Relations obtained from the higher order parts contain, in general, undetermined constants which cannot be expressed in terms of charge and magnetic moment of proton alone. As the present experimental knowledge does not seem accurate enough to determine so many parameters, we derive only two relations from the second order part. The two undetermined constants appearing in these relations are found to be equal to each other to the approximation adopted in calculating the cross sections. We thus obtain six dispersion relations in all, derivation of which will be made in § 2.
In § 3 the cross sections are calculated with the aid of the above dispersion relations, restricting the participating partial wave amplitudes appropriately. The results are found to be fairly improved compared with the dipole model. But a disagreement . . with experiments still remains in the energy dependence of the cross section. Possibilities of further improvements are discussed in § 4. § 2. Dispereion relations
We consider the process in which a photon of mom~ntum k and polarization e, collides with a proton of momentum p, and then the photon is scattered into the state of momentum k' and polarization e., leaving the proton in the state with momentum p'.
It is convenient for our purpose to take the coordinate system in which the momenta of the colliding particles obey the relations p=-p'=-q, k=Q+q, k'=Q-q, where Q is the total momentum. In this system we . define the causal amplitude for the process as in the case of pion-nucleon scattering, which will be denoted by M(k', es, k, e,)
as a matrix in spin space. The causal amplitude is identical with the Feynman matrix element for the same process when lJ -I k I= I k' I is larger than q, and moreover, owing to the requirement of causality, it has the important property of being analytic in the upper half part of the V-complex plane, provided that we properly define the v-dependence of polarization vectors eT, e., as will be shown below. The polarization vectors en e. generally change their direction as JJ varies, showing indeed that they must be regarded as functions of v. We give four sets of polarization in Table I , which seem to exhibit the simplest v-dependences. Here n is a unit vector perpendicular to the scattered plane, te=kjk, and ~e 1 =k 1 jk 1 • We denote the causal amplitude characterized by the )-th set of polarizations in Table I by M<).J, and confine our consideration to the four amplitudes M<l>,-.. , M< 4 l, since a general causal amplitude can be represented in a linear combination of them. To define the v-dependence of these amplitudes explicitly, we first put
where "" is a unit vector. We introduce cuts along the real axrs from -co to -q and q to +OJ to make Q (v) a one-valued function, and suppose that !.1 always lies slightly above the real axis; hence Q(-v)=-Q(v) for v>q. From (2·1) thepolarization vectors in Table I , as functions of v, take the form
where e1(v,"",q)=v-1 (q 2 ""-Q(v)q), e2(v,"",q)=qX"". From (2·1) and (2·2) the quantities which occur in the causal amplitudes can be expressed in terms of v, ""' q. Hence the above four amplitudes may be considered as functions of v, ""and q. They are invariant under spatial rotations, but under reflection ( ""' q--:>-""' -q) M< 3 · 4 > change the sign, while M< 1 · 2 > remain invariant. Consequently M<).J (v, ""' q) can be written in the form The last condition means that we may exclude M< 4 > (JJ, ""' q) from our consideration. The proof of these statements can be done following the familiar pattern, and, perhaps, needs scarcely to be discussed here.
There remains one thing to be done prior to the derivation of dispersion relations, i.e., to examine the behavior of the imaginary part of amplitudes in the unphysical region V<q. For this purpose we decompose M<}.J(JJ, ""' q) into the dispersive and absorptive part, which are real and imaginary part of .J{W (v, q 2 ) , respectively :
The absorptive parts can be writren in the form : that make the argument of fJ(Eq±v-E,.) vanish, we find that the point spectrum gives contributions at the point !)=v,=q 2 /Eq through the terms multiplied by i3(Eq-v-E,.).
The continuous spectrum does not contribute in the region
0 <!I< q if q < (M + p.j 2 )p.,
M+p.
but does over the interval !)" <v<q through the terms multiplied by fJ(Eq+v-E,.) if
M+p.
the continuous spectrum yields further contributions over the interval 0 < v < -v a through the terms multiplied by i3(Eq-v-E,). For simplicity, however, we shall leave the last case out of our consideration. Expressing the contribution of the free proton states, as distinguished from that of the other intermediate states, as we obtain the dispersion relations under certain assumptions on the boundedness of the causal amplitudes :
dll'
with a=1, 2 .
.J(<;~-(ll, q 2 ) obeys the same dispersion relations as (2. 7)' except that r<;:_ (q 2 ) occurs
, where it is shown that these can be completely expressed in terms of the proton mass, charge and static magnetic moment.
We employ the notations MY 1 (J.=1, 2, 3, 4) for the four Feynman amplitudes in the barycentric system characterized by the sets of polarizations in Table I , and inquire the transformation formulae between My> and M<J.). It can be proved that photons may be treated in this transformation as if they were spinless particles. Therefore the relation between MYJ and MCJ.l is independent of A, and is same as in the pion-nucleon scattering 31 •
The proof is as follows : Referring to the coordinate system so far used as " q-system ", we introduce four-vectors efL and e~, whose components in the q-system are respectively
given by
where v is the velocity of the CMS in the q-system. Then, MCJ.J can be symbolically written as (2. 10) in virtue of the gauge invariance, which asserts that efLjfL=er-j, e/j!~=e.·j' effectively.
Here jfL, jf'-1 , j, j' stand for the current operator. Applying a unitary transformation R corresponding to the Lorentz transformation from q-system to the CMS, (2 ·10) becomes
where the subsct"ipt c means that quantities with it refer to the C.M.S. From (2 · 9)
we can easily check that e04 = 0, and ec is a unit vector parallel or perpendicular to the plane, through which the photon is scattered, according as er is parallel or perpendicular to the same plane, and that the same is true for ec"''. Consequently M?·> can be written as (2. 12) where IPc) and jpc') represent the initial and recoiled proton state, respectively. On comparsion of (2 · 12) with (2 · 11), it is inferred that M<J.> can be obtained from M~J.J by means of a Lorentz transformation of the free proton states to which the matrix element M~J.J is referred, irrespective of the photon polarization. This completes the proof.
For practical applications it is convenient to express M<J.> in terms of the scattering amplitude rA) in the C.M.S., which relates to MY' through M~).'=M-1 Wc{(A) ' We being a total energy in C.M.S. The relation between MCJ.) and MY' disputed above immediately gives the ones between MCJ.J and. fJ.'· We use the notation k 0 , kc', v"' ()"' and Ec for the momenta of the incident and scattered photon, the photon energy, the scattering angle, and the proton energy respectively, all referring to the CMS. Then f'A' can be written in the form
The relations of M<J.J to [<J.J are given by
where V0 , Be are connected with v, q 2 through By virtue of eqs. (2·13)-(2·16) dispersion relations (2·7), (2·8) and the ones for .J{C:~-are all expressed in terms of the scattering amplitudes ['J.J ; the form is most convenient for the practical application. For the sake of getting comparatively simple expressions, we do this only in two ways, one simply taking the limit q~O, and another taking the limit q-~0 after once differentiating dispersion relations with respect to q2.
In the limit q~O, Re.J{<J.> (q, q 2 ) are fixed from the low energy theorem, and there occurs nothing unknown in the inhomogenous terms of dispersion relations. We have 
where
Evidently f~IJ= -f~2> in the limit q----70, and hence the dispersion relation for f_ffl is equivalent to (DI). It is easily seen that (DI) and (DIV) are identical with the two dispersion relations derived by GGT, respectively for the non-spin-flip and spin-flip part of the forward scattering amplitude. It should be noted further that (Dil) , (Dill) and (DV) are not independent because of the relation which we have proved by means of the partial wave expansion without any approximation.
The differentiations with respect to q 2 can be done most conveniently, if the independent variables of (2 · 7, 8) (DVI) and the others are all negligible to the present approximation. However, .J5;l remain unknown. For the present we have no reliable method to evaluate them theoretically. It is impossible to continue the procedure of q 2 -differentiation to obtain new dispersion relations without being worried by further appearance of such unknown constants. This is the main reason why we have ceased to repeat the procedure more than once.
The right-hand side of each of the dispersion relations thus obtained is fixed up to the terms linear in !1, independent of .d}: 1 and the imaginary part of amplitudes, while the left-hand side is fixed to the same order from the low energy theorem. 4 > Therefore, we can examine the consistency of our dispersion relations to the first order in ~', and thereby get a justification for our method of the evaluation of the unphysical region contributions. In fact, according to the low-energy theorem, we have, to the first order in 11, The consistency of these with the dispersion relations can be easily checked.
This section will be concluded with the partial-wave expansion of r;.> (vc, {)c). The exact expressions can be obtained from (A Il-3) in Appendix II. Here we neglect, however, all the electric multipole amplitudes of the order higher than 2, all the magnetic multipole amplitudes of the order higher than 1, and all the amplitudes mixing electric and magnetic multipole waves except for a 312 (E1, M1) and a 312 (E2, M1), because this approximation will be sufficient for the application in the next section. Then we have from (A Il-3)
f~1 · 1 (vc, Oc) =eN cos 8c+mN+eN'(2 cos 2 8c-1),
fill (vc, Oc) =-eN-(mN+eN')cos {)c,
The notations used here will be explained in Appendix II. It is found that, to this approximation, the undetermined constants Jkf> coincide with each other :
In fact, on account of (2 ·15) and (2 ·16), (2 ·14a) gives .
J1...¥">(q, q2) =M-t(Eq+q)f»">(q, rr). (2. 20)
Since[Jrll=[J/> for 8c=7I' because of (2·19), it is evident from the definition of Jr;> that (2 · 20) holds. § 3. Calculation of the cross sections
In this section we calculate the cross sections at energies between 180 and 320 Mev, applying the dispersion relations derived in the preceding section. We assume that the imaginary parts of the amplitudes at such high energies, where multiple photopion production is significant, do not contribute to the integrals appe~ing in the dispersion relations. In virtue of the unitarity of S matrix, the imaginary part of a partial wave amplitude with definite angular momentum and parity is related to the partial wave amplitudes with the same angular momentum and parity for photopion production, if the multiple photopion production is neglected. The relations will be derived in Appendix II. We further assume that photopions are produced only in S and P states, and that S-wave pion is produced by electric dipole radiation into positive charge state with amplitude EJ, and P-wave pion by magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole radiations into the (3-3) state with amplitudes M33 and E33 respectively. Then, as is shown in Appendix II, we have Im e1,2 =2!.iciE,j 1 where o-0 denotes the total cross section for neutral photopion production. Strictly speaking, a contribution of E33 should be added to the right-hand side, but this is so small that we have neglected it. We neglect Im e~1 2 since this is much smaller than either of To determine the real parts through the dispersion relations, we neglect the higher partial waves as was mentioned at the end of the preceding section. Then real parts of the non-spin-flip amplitudes eN, mN and eJ! are determined by (DI) and (DVI), if the constant Ll is known. It is easily seen that Re(eN+mN) and Re eJ! do not depend on Ll, but only Re(eN-mN) Next we calculate real parts of the spin-flip amplitudes. In view of the smallness of contribution of the imaginary part integral to Reef,, it is natural to assume that the amplitudes with vanishing imaginary parts are unaffected by the meson effect. Therefore we replace c 1 and es' by their respective expressions given by the low energy theorem:
Then Re e8 , Re m 8 and Re c 2 are calculated by the use of (Oil), (Dill), and (DIY). The results are shown in Fig. 2 .
The largeness of Re m8 is mainly due to the large magnetic moment of proton. The peak in Re m 8 at 270 Mev is due to the imaginary part integral. The imaginary part integral containing Im m 312 changes its sign at about the resonance energy for photopion production, and multiplication of this by 11 3 produces a peak blow the resonance energy. It is likely that experiments on the cross sections at 90° C.M.S. show a peak slightly below the resonance energy, and to explain this the peak in Re m8 is important. From comparison of Fig. 1 with Fig. 2 , we observe that the non-spin-flip amplitudes are much smaller than the spin flip ones in the real parts.
In terms of the partial wave amplitudes, the differential cross section in C.M.S. is written as Using this, we calculate the differential cross section at 90° C.M.S. as a function of energy, and angular distributions at 200, 260 and 320 Mev. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . In Fig. 3 we also show experimental data given by Yamagata et al. 91 From Fig. 3 we observe that the two values of Ll ( 3 · 4) and ( 3 · 5) yield almost same results. This means that real parts of the non-spin-flip amplitudes have been made so small already by the choice of ( 3 · 4) that their contribution to the cross section is very small. Indeed main contributions to the results in Fig. 3 come from Re m8 and the imaginary parts. In Fig. 4 , main contributions to the results come from the real parts of the amplitudes at 200 and 260 Mev. We observe that, at these energies, the cross section is larger in backward directions than in forward. This is due to the opposite signs of Rem8 and Re(e8 +c1). For c=l, the largeness of Re c2 makes the term in cos 2 0c have given a few data on the cross sections at 70° and 130° also. From these data, the ratio of the cross section at 130° to the one at 90° is estimated to be about 1.7 at 200 Mev and about 2 at 240 Mev. Our results are in good agreement with these values for c=1, but the agreement is rather bad for c=O. The data at 70° shows a cross section at this angle larger than at 90° at 226 Mev. This cannot be understood by our calculation. § 4. Discussions We consider the difference between the cross section at 90 ° and contribution of the imaginary parts to it. Experimentally, this is considerably smaller than (e 2 /4nM) 2 at energies near 200 Mev, then increases with energy, and reaches a maximum or a plateau at about 270 Mev. These features are explained roughly by the smallness of Re eN and Re mN and the behavior of Re m8 as a function of energy mentioned in the preceding section. However, there remain considerable discrepancies between theory and experiment, namely, theory predicts too large cross sections in the neighborhood of 200 Mev, and rather small ones at energies near 270 Mev, as compared with experiments. In the following, we will look for a possible origin of these discrepancies. First, errors in the data on photopion production come into mind. Indeed, if we consider the cross section at a particular energy, the errors produce a considerable ambiguity in the calculated value of it. However, in view of the rather systematic character of the above discrepancies, it is unlikely that these discrepancies are entirely attributable to these errors over the whole energy range considered. Second, we have neglected imaginary parts of the partial wave amplitudes in the high energy region. Nowadays, data on photon-proton collisions in Bev region are not available, and even if they become available, the partial wave analysis of them will be extremely difficult. Therefore there is no possibility of obtaining experimental values of the imaginary parts at such high energies. However, contributions of such a high energy region to the imaginary part integrals will be almost independent of energy 11 if 11 ::;S 300 Mev. Therefore the effect of including the high energy contributions is that a constant is added to each of the imaginary part integrals. We have attempted to fit the energy dependence of the 90 ° cross section to experiments by adjusting the above constants, and found that the fit cannot be achieved unless some of the constants take unreasonably large values. Thirdly, we have neglected the amplitudes for photopion other than E:Z, M33 and E 33 • We have calculated the amplitude Md(1/2) (See (A II-12) . ) , using the meson theory to the lowest order perturbation approximation, and estimated Im m112• We have, however, found that the inclusion of this only makes the 90° cross section slightly smaller over the whole energy range considered, making the discrepancies in the neighborhood of 270 Mev larger, and that, even at energies near 200 Mev, the decrement is too small to explain the discrepancies. Finally, we have used the approximate expressions (3 · 6) for c 1 and e~. It should be noted that these expressions are correct only to the first order in IJ I M, and that changes in c1 and e.~ produce the one in Re m8 , the largest real part. A quantity of the order ( IJ I M) 2 cannot be disregarded even in the neighborhood of 200 Mev, when this is multiplied by a rather large numerical factor, and interferes with Re m8 • To obtain the expressions for c 1 and e~ exact within the approximation to which the partial wave amplitudes other than those considered so far are all neglected, we must derive two new dispersion relations for the spin-flip amplitudes.
As was mentioned in § 2, these dispersion relations will contain new adjustable parameters of the same kind as Ll. It is not unexpected that the use of the expressions for c1 and e~ thus obtained, on adjusting the parameters appropriately, remove the discrepancies mentioned above.
Finally we will examine the validity of the dipole model. Following the assumptions of this model, we replace the partial wave amplitudes other than e112 and m312 by their respective expressions given by the low energy theorem. Thus we have, in addition to (3. 6)' Then we calculate real parts of eN, e8 , mN and m8 , using only two dispersion relations (DI) and (DIV), neglecting Im c2• The results are plotted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . We observe that individual amplitude in the dipole model is considerably larger than that calculated in § 3, while relative magnitudes of the amplitudes, as well as their energy dependences, are not so different from the results in § 3. Therefore the dipole model will predict energy and angular dependences of the cross section similar to the results for c = 0 in the preceding section. But it predicts cross secticns much larger than the results in the preceding section, making the agreement with experiment worse.
In conclusion, the authors express their thanks to ·Professor K. Nakabayasi for his kind interest taken in this work.
state, which are separated off from the sum (2 ·Sa, b), are given by
where Q depends on v through eq. (2 ·1). Calculation can be performed with the aid of the well-known expression for the matrix elements of the current operator referred to the free proton states :
Here u ( p') and u (p) denote the Dirac spinors which are normalized by the condition u (p') (3u (p) = l, where l is a unit matrix in spin space. Besides, ( .dp Regardless of the assignment of {p', p}, it is found that (.dp) 2 =0.
(AI-3) Therefore, F[ (.dp) 2 ], G[ (.dp) 2 ] in (AI-2) may be replaced by 1, gP respectively. This shows that the contributions under consideration can be expressed in terms of the proton mass charge and static magnetic moment only.
After rather lengthy calculations we find
4n M Eq
On comparison with ( 2 · 6a, b) we arrive at the final results : Substituting (AII-3) in (AII-4), and using (AII-5) and its complex conjugate, we obtain (AII-6)
Next, we consider a system of a free pion and a free nucleon with total charge unity. Let the state of this system, in which the pion propagates in the direction of unit vector l and the nucleon is in the spin state a, be represented by the state vector ll, Q, a), and let the state in which the pion has orbital angular momentum land total angular momentum and its x-component are j and m respectively be represented by lj, m, Ql), where Q is charge of the pion. Then, similarly to (AII-1), we have provided that multiple photopion production is disregarded and terms of the order higher than e 2 are neglected. Substituting (AII-3) and (AII-8) in this relation, and carrying out the integration with the aid of the orthogonality condition, we have (AII-10) 
(AII-11)
If all other amplitudes are neglected, (AII-3) yields (2 ·19) in the text. As for photopion production, the partial wave amplitudes used by Watson et al. 6 > are related to ours through M$(j) = -) 2 b/Q1, M1) (j=1/2, 3/2).
(AII-12)
If production of P-wave pion into all states other than the (3-3) state and production of neutral S-wave pion are neglected, eqs. (3 ·1) in the text follow from (AII-10), definitions of E 33 and M 33 being found in reference 6).
